AS SEEN ON
INTERIORS

Interior design experts share tips and trends for every
room of the house
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interior designer, homeowners are empowered to begin their interiors projects with a
big-picture view.

project on track — and on budget.
We talked with the team at Tatum Brown Interiors to outline some tips and trends on
lifestyle.
Tip: Start with a list
Before you begin a project, outline your preferences, color palette, inspirations and
aspirations. This way you have a foundation from which to build, and your list will help keep
you on track.
As you ramp up for your interiors projects, develop a collection of images you love (check
out Houzz and Pinterest for inspiration), and think about the ways your existing style could
evolve. For example, if you entertain frequently, let your designer know, because abundant
seating in the living and dining rooms will be important. For art collectors, lighting will be
Trend: A little togetherness
As modern and contemporary design grows in popularity, many homeowners want to blend
old pieces with new. And it’s completely possible for an inherited dining room table or chest
“We recommend avoiding a look where it appears that all of the furniture in a room came
Farrow, senior designer with Tatum Brown Interiors.
“Start with a vintage piece and build from there, mixing in contemporary pieces or

Homeowners are blending new and old styles in
every room. Photo courtesy of Morgan Farrow

Tip: Color counts
Clean lines and neutral palettes are still very popular, but homeowners are starting to add in
even more color. For instance, in kitchens, the main surfaces are still trending white, but many homeowners are contrasting the white with darker stained
or painted cabinets or colorful walls to bring variety and texture. (Read more about beautiful and practical kitchen trends here.)
Throughout the home, add bold art and accent pieces to make an impact.
Trend: Lighting for sustainability
value, both economic and environmental, are attractive and important to homeowners.

Trend: Wallpaper
One of the biggest trends in interiors is wallpaper. It’s a popular choice because it adds instant color and texture, can change the ambience of a particular
space, and even make a whimsical or dramatic statement.

You can make a statement through the variety of pattern, scale and motif in available wall-covering selections. When looking for the perfect wallpaper to
complete your space, a designer can provide access to many brands and help sort through selection books to narrow down choices that will work the best
for you.
Trend: Flooring
purposeful mix-and-match look, by balancing out modern design.

Trend: Décor

Carefully placed items with bold colors also add an unexpected pop.
Tip: Find the right match
because you’ll be spending a lot of time together.
you even begin to make decisions, share your scope and budget.
Armed with all of the information you can provide, your designer can help you create the plan that matches your expectations and brings your interior
design vision to reality.
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